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This study validates a new quantitative perfusion SPECT algo
rithmforthe assessmentof myocardialperfusion.The algorithm
is not based on slices and providesfully 3-dimensionalsampling
and analysis independent of assumptions about the geometric
shape of the left ventricle. Methods: Radiopharmaceutical- and
sex-specificnormallimitsandthresholdsforperfusionabnormal
ity in 20 segments of the left ventricle were developed for
separate, dual-isotope rest@Â°1Tlâ€”exercise
@â€œTc-sestamibi
SPECT
in 36 patients with <5% before-scanning likelihood of coronary
artery disease (CAD) (group 1) and I 59 patients with perfusion
abnormalities(group 2). These thresholdswere validated in 131
patients (group 3) by comparison with expert visual interpreta
tion. Thresholdsfor automaticsegmentalscoreswere developed
and validated for groups 2 and 3, respectively. The accuracy of

suspected coronary artery disease (CAD) (1â€”3).However,
substantial intraobserver and interobserver variability in
interpretation compromise the reproducibility of the tech
nique and its use in serial assessments of myocardial

perfusion (4). To overcome these limitations, various ap

proaches for the quantitative analysis of myocardial perfu
sion SPECT images with 201Tl as well as
@Tc-sestamibi
have been developed and described (5â€”9).Unfortunately,
high false-positive rates and the consequent low specificity
of these methods in the detection of CAD have limited their
use in clinical practice.
We have developed a new approach to quantitative
perfusion SPECT that allows accurate 3-dimensional, non
CAD detectionwas assessedin 94 patients,who underwent slice-based analysis of relative myocardial perfusion, inde
coronary angiography (group 4). Results: Overall sensitivity for pendent of the size, shape, and orientation of the left
detectionofstress and restsegmentalperfusionabnormalitywas ventricle. In addition to a numeric measurement of the
91% and 96%, respectively, for men and 89% and 79%, respec
extent, severity, and reversibility of perfusion defects, the
tively, for women. Overall specificity for stress and rest was 87%
new approach provides automatic, computer-derived segmen
and 90%, respectively,for men and 88% and 90%, respectively, ml scores,analogousto the semiquantitative20-segment,
for women.Agreementbetweenautomaticandvisual scoreswas
5-point visual scores model, and the option for building
good (weighted K of 0.71 and 0.60 for stress and rest images,
customized
normal databases. This study was designed, first,
respectively).Sensitivityandspecificitywere88% forthe detec
to
develop
sex-specific
normal limits and criteria for myocar
tion of 70% stenosis.For the detectionof left anteriordescend
ing, left circumflex, and right coronary artery stenosis, sensitMty dial perfusion abnormality in patients undergoing dual
was 84%, 86%, and 88%, respectively, and specificity was 84%, isotope rest201Tlâ€”exercise @Tc-sestamibiSPECT and pro
88%, and 81%, respectively.Conclusion: The new quantitative spectively validate these criteria; second, to develop and
perfusion SPECT approach is highly sensitive and specific for the validate criteria for generation of computer-derived segmen
detection and localizationof CAD, provides accurate automatic
ml scores; and third, to assess the accuracy of this new
scores for the assessment of regional perfusion, and overcomes
the low-specificitylimitationsof previousquantitativealgorithms. approach in detecting and localizing CAD.
Key Words: myocardialperfusionquantitation;dual-isotope
imaging;SPECT
MATERIALS AND METhODS
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Patient Populations
The study population comprised 420 patients who underwent
separate, dual-isotope rest @Â°â€˜Tl-exercise
@Tc-sestantibi
SPECT.
These patients were divided into 4 subgroups.
isual

interpretation

of myocardial

SPECT

has been

Normal limits were obtained from 36 patients (18 women, 18

men) (group 1) who, before scanning, had a low likelihood (<5%)
of CAD based on sequential bayesian analysis of age, sex,
symptom classification, and electrocardiographic response to exer
cisc (10â€”12).Criteria for abnormality were developed using 159
RecelvedApr.
16, 1999; revision accepted Jul. 30, 1999.
patients (66 women, 93 men) with a wide range of perfusion
Forcorrespondence
or reprintscontact:DanielS. Berman,MD,Department
of Imaging,Cedars-SinaiMedicalcenter,8700BeverlyBlvd.,Am.A041â€¢
Los abnormalities (group 2) and were prospectively validated in 131
Angeles,CA90048.
patients (73 women, 58 men) referred to our laboratory for
shown to provide important diagnostic and prognostic
information in various groups of patients with known or
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ventricle and a 0-4 scale (0 = normal uptake, 1 = mildly reduced
uptake, 2 = moderately reduced uptake, 3 = severely reduced
uptake, and 4 = no uptake), as previously described (13). Yisual
scoring was guided by boundaries overlaid on the SPECT slices by
quantitative perfusion SPECT. The summed stress score and
summed rest score were calculated as the sums of scores of the 20
segments in the stress and rest images, respectively (13).

evaluation of CAD (group 3). The diagnostic yield of the new

quantitative algorithm was assessed in 94 patients (15 women, 79
men) who underwent coronary angiography within 90 d of nuclear
testing and had no intervening coronary event or revascularization
(group 4).

Acquisition Protocol
All patients underwent separate-acquisition dual-isotope myocar
The Quantitation Algorithm
dial perfusion SPECT as previously described (13). Initially,
Automatic software analysis started with the identification
111â€”167
MBq (3â€”4.5
mCi) (dose adjusted to patient weight) 201T1
(segmentation) of the left ventricular myocardium and the extrac
were injected intravenously at rest, and SPECT was initiated 10
tion of the 3-dimensional endocardial and epicardial surfaces, as
mm after injection using a 30% window centered over the 68- to
described for gated and standard SPECT (17,18). Perfusion at each

80-keV energy peak and a 20% window centered over the 167-keY

myocardial sampling point was calculated as the average uptake
along the count activity profile (endocardialâ€”epicardialsegment)
normal to the myocardium and passing through that point (18).
Endocardial and epicardial surfaces were derived even in areas of
apparent absence of perfusion using rule-based criteria ensuring the
continuity of surface myocardial count profiles (17).

peak. Then, 925â€”1480
MBq (25â€”40
mCi) (dose adjusted to patient
weight) @â€œTc-sestsmibi
were injected at the peak of exercise, and
SPECT imaging was initiated 15â€”30
mm later using a 15% window
centered over the 140-keY photopeak. Images were acquired using
a 2-detector 90Â°camera (Yertex; ADAC Laboratories, Milpitas,
CA), a 3-detector camera (Prism; Picker International, Inc., Cleve
land Heights, OH), or a 1-detector camera (Orbiter; Siemens
Medical Systems, Hoffman Estates, IL) employing 60 or 64
projections over 180Â°(right anterior oblique 45Â°to left posterior

oblique 45Â°),low-energy high-resolution collimation, continuous
or pseudocontinuous detector rotation, and 35 s (201T1)or 25 s
(@Tc-sestamibi) per projection (14). The projection data were
reconstructed into tomographic transaxial images using filtered
backprojection (15). No scatter or attenuation correction was
applied. The backprojection used a ramp filter and was preceded by
2-dimensional Butterworth filtering oforder 5 and cutoff frequency
of 0.25 cycles/pixel for 201T1or order 2.5 and cutoff frequency of
0.33 cycles/pixelfor @â€˜Tc.
Pixelsizerangedfrom0.53 (Prism)to
0.64 (Yertex) cm. Studies with significant patient motion identified
on cine review of the raw scintigraphic data were excluded.

Normal Limits and Criteria for AbnormalIty
Normal limits and abnormality criteria for relative myocardial
uptake seen during stress @â€œTc-sestamibi
imaging and rest 201Tl
imaging were generated separately for men and women. Specifi
cally, normal pixel values (mean Â±SD) were calculated from
group 1 patients. Abnormality criteria for each of the 20 segments

were determined from group 2 by comparing the computer output
with the visual scores, using receiver operating characteristic
(ROC) analysis. The minimal percentage of abnormal pixels within

a segment required to allocate a perfusion defect to that segment
was determined. Optimal thresholds for segmental abnormality
were prospectively tested in group 3 patients. The global quantita
tive extent of perfusion defects was calculated by multiplying the
number of abnormal segments by 5% (the approximate extent of
the myocardium covered by a segment in the 20-segment model).

Exercise Protocol
Patients were instructed to discontinue

@3-bIockersand calcium

channel antagonists 48 h before testing, and nitrate compounds 6 h
before testing, whenever possible. A symptom-limited treadmill
exercise test was performed using the Bruce protocol, with
continuous monitoring of leads aVF, Y1, and Y5, and 12-lead
electrocardiography (ECG) recording of each minute of exercise.
Patients received an injection of @â€˜Tc-sestamibi
at peak stress and
exercised at the same level for an additional 60 s and then at 1 level
lower for 2 mm more (16). The maximal degree of ST-segment
change was measured 80 ms after the J point of the ECG. ECG
response was considered diagnostic when horizontal or downslop

ing ST-segment depression was 1 mm or upsloping ST depres
sion was 1.5 mm. The response was considered nondiagnostic
when ST-T abnormalities were present at baseline ECG. Exercise
endpoints were the achievement of 85% of maximal predicted
heart rate or an ischemic electrocardiographic

response. Patients

who did not reach 1 of these endpoints were not included in the
study. The proportion of patients who achieved at least 85% of
maximum heart rate was 100% among those with a low likelihood
of CAD and 80% among others. The 20% of patients who did not
reach 85% of maximum heart rate had ischemic ECG changes
during stress.
Visual Analysis
Stress and rest perfusion SPECT images of patients in groups 2
and 3 were visually scored using a 20-segment model for the left

Automatic Segmental Scores
Relative radiopharmaceutical uptake by each of the 20 myocar
dial segments was automatically rated using a 5-point scale (0â€”4)
analogous to that used for visual scoring. Thresholds for these
automatic computer scores, or CS-20s, were iteratively determined
for each visual category so as to maximize agreement between

visual and automatic scores for each segment (18). The algorithm
was developed for group 2 patientsâ€”menseparately from women
and prospectively validated in group 3 by comparison between
computer-derived and visually determined perfusion scores. Rest
and stress automatic summed scores were derived from the
automatic segmental scores in a manner similar to that for the
visual scores.

Assignment of Perfusion Defects to Coronary Territories
A new algorithm, based on hierarchic criteria for the assignment
of each of the 20 segments to 1 of the 3 main coronary territories,
was developed for localization of perfusion defects. The hierarchic
criteria were developed by analyzing a large variety of perfusion
abnormality patterns in patients with single and multivessel CAD.

The algorithm uses tailored assignment of each of the 20 segments,
depending on the pattern ofthe perfusion defect and the presence or
absence ofperfusion abnormality in neighboring segments.
Statistical Analysis
Normal limits for the 20 segments were determined as mean Â±

SD. Criteria for abnormality were determined using ROC analysis
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in each of the 20 segments, with the visual score as the gold
standard (abnormal when 2). Optimal sensitivity and specificity
were defined as those yielding the minimal value for (1 â€”
sensitivity)@+ 0.95 x (1 â€”specificity)2.Threshold criteria for the
automatic CS-20 scores were iteratively obtained by maximizing
the agreement (K) between visual scores and CS-20s. To validate
these criteria, weighted K and SE were calculated for the CS-20s
versus visual scores in group 3. Accuracy in the detection and
localization of CAD by the quantitative extent of perfusion defects
was evaluated by ROC analysis, with coronary angiography as the
gold standard. Thresholds for the overall detection of CAD and for
detection of CAD in individual territories were defined.
RESULTS
Extent and Localization of Perfusion Defects
The relationship between the extent of perfusion defects
determined by quantitative versus visual analysis in group 3
is shown in Figure 1. Both the quantitative and the visual
extents of perfusion defects were determined as the propor
tion of abnormal segments using the respective method. This
relationship was linear over a wide range of perfusion

abnormality extent in stress and rest images (r = 0.85 and
0.87, respectively). Sensitivity and specificity for the detec
tion of perfusion abnormality (visual score
2) in mdi
vidual segments are summarized in Table 1. Overall sensitiv
ity in stress and rest images were 91% and 96%, respectively,
in men and 89% and 79%, respectively, in women. Specific
ity in detecting segmental perfusion abnormality was 87%
for stress and 90% for rest in men and 88% for stress and
90% for rest in women. Both sensitivity and specificity were
higher than 80% in most segments. A relatively too small
number of perfusion abnormalities (â€œpositivesâ€•)
in some
segments accounted for the lower sensitivity observed in
those segments. The accuracy in the inferior segments
(4,10,16) in men and in the anterior segments(1,7,13) in
women was comparable with that of other segments.

Automatic SegmentalScores
A comparison between automatically derived segmental
scores and visual segmental scores for stress and rest images
in group 3 patients is shown in Tables 2 and 3. A total of
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FIGURE 1. Relationshipbetweenquanti
tative and visual extent of perfusion defects
(% of left ventricle)in group 3 patients
(validationgroup) at stress (A) and rest (B).
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TABLE 1
Sensitivities and Specificities for Detection of Perfusion Abnormality in Individual Segments

MenWomenSegment
SpecificitySensitivitySpecificitySensitivitySpecificitySensitivitySpecificity123/31
no.StressRestStressRestSensitivity

(67)59/60(98)226/27
(93)39/43
(91)26/32
(81)36/40
(90)8/12
(94)
23/27(85)14/15
(92)314/17
(100)41/44
(93)17/18
(94)48/54
(89)8/9
(89)58/63
(96)
30/31 (97)14/14
(97)431/38
(75)66/68
(82)
36/41(88)6/8
(75)48/50
(96)9/9
(100)52/63
(83)3/4
(85)525/26
(91)38/39
(97)20/33
(61)6/10
(60)53/62
(93)40/44
(82)
19/20 (95)13/14
(100)55/65(85)622/22
(67)7/7
(100)44/51
(86)29/30
(97)28/42
(96)
20/32 (62)7/7
(94)723/26
(82)15/19
(79)48/53
(91)5/7
(71)61/65
(100) 30/36(83)7/7
(100)42/51
(96)815/15
(100)42/47 (89)14/16
(88)52/56
(93)4/5
(80)64/67
(88)
30/32(94)11/11
(84)912/12
(87)10/10
(100)56/62
(90)3/3
(100)58/69
(100) 31/43(72)6/6
(100)45/52
(96)1016/21
(81)5/6
(83)62/66
(94)1/1
(100)68171
(100) 40/46(87)5/6
(83)42/52
(73)1118/19
(90)21/23
(91)38/49
(78)9/9
(100)46/63
(76)
36/37(97)9/9
(100)44/49
(91)1218/18
(95)
31/39(79)5/5
(100)49/53
(92)19/19
(100)38/53
(72)6/8
(75)58/64
(96)1312/13
(100)49/54
(91)9/9
(100)60/63
(95)3/3
(100)66/69
(100) 33/40(82)4/4
(100)54/70(77)146,7
(92)
40/45(89)4/4
(100)53/54
(98)3/3
(100)68/69
(99)2/2
(100)63/70(90)1511/13
(86)
47/51(92)2/2
(100)54/56
(93)2/2
(96)2/2
(100)65/70
(50)64/68(94)1619/20
(85)
37/45(82)3/3
(100)52/55
(95)5/9
(56)54/63
(86)2/4
(97)1714/15
(40)65/67
(85)10/15
(67)55/57
(96)2/5
(95)
33/38(87)8/10
(80)41/48
(86)189/10
(91)56/61
(93)
40/43(93)7/7
(100)46/51
(90)10/11
(92)4/6
(67)57/66
(75)63/68
(93)1927/28
(90)
48/48(100)4/4
(100)51/54
(94)4/5
(80)65/67
(97)3/4
(86)2024/28
(85)51/59
(96)
29/30(87)13/13
(100)41/45 (91)33/36
(92)31/36
(86)11/13
(85)Overall371/406
(100)55/65
(86)
26/30 (87)16/16
(100)36/42
(86)25/29
(86)37/43
(86)7/7
(79)1184/1319(90)Values
(91) 659/754(87)158/165 (96)899/995 (90)304/340 (89)969/1100 (88)96/121
inparenthesesarepercentages.

2600 segments in 130 patients (58 men, 72 women) were
analyzed. The observed (exact) agreement, weighted K, and
SE between the 2 scoring methods were 75%, 0.71, and
0.015, respectively, for stress images, and 81%, 0.60, and
0.023, respectively, for rest images. Both values of K are
considered good on the basis of Fleiss's classification (19).
The correlation between quantitative and visual summed
stress scores and summed rest scores is shown in Figure 2.
The automatically derived summed stress score and summed
rest score correlated linearly to the visual summed stress
score (y = 0.90x + 3.52, r = 0.88, P < 0.0001) and
summed rest score (y = 0.97x + 3.2, r = 0.86, P < 0.0001),
respectively.

Detection of CAD
The results of ROC analysis for detection of overall CAD
and individual diseased coronary arteries are shown in
Figure 3. A threshold of 3% abnormal pixels in the
myocardium provided optimal sensitivity and specificity for
the detection of overall CAD. The thresholds that yielded
optimal sensitivity and specificity for the detection of
stenosis (50%
or 70%) of the left anterior descending
artery (LAD), left circumflex artery (LCX), and right
coronary artery (RCA) were 3%, 4%, and 2% abnormal
pixels within the respective territories.
The overall sensitivity and specificity for the detection of
CAD were 83% and 82%, respectively, in detecting
50%

TABLE 2
Correlation Between Automatic Scores
and Visual Scores at Stress

TABLE 3
CorrelationBetweenAutomaticScores
and Visual Scores at Rest

scoresTotal01
Visual
340147276
2
scoresAutomatic

scoresTotal01
Visual
scoresAutomatic
2340194765

50159815426

45

1631203214823

00101215061

21

111083214948

302
43
7

9540123443124
16209614144

8926043112
10231189420
4653108Total1689165

242862600Agreement

418

9213280Total2170144

14785542600Agreement

= 81%;weightedK= 0.60;SE = 0.023.

= 75%;weightedK= 0.71; SE = 0.015.
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FIGURE 2. Relationshipbetween auto
matic summed scores and visual summed
scoresat stress(A) and rest(B) in group3
patients.

0

for detection

of

70% stenosis

20
Visual Summed

coronary stenosis and 88% (both sensitivity and specificity)
in detecting
70% coronary stenosis (Fig. 4). The sensitiv
ity and specificity for the identification of individual dis
eased coronary arteries are shown in Figures 5 and 6.
Sensitivity for detection of
50% stenosis in the LAD,
LCX, and RCA was 75%, 72%, and 73% respectively (Fig.
5). Sensitivities

10

of the same

arteries were higher (84%, 86%, and 88%, respectively).
Specificities for the detection of individual artery stenosis
were similar (in the range of 80%â€”90%) for
50% and
70% diameter narrowing (Fig. 6). Overall sensitivity and

30

40

Rest Score

women separately and were prospectively
testing

50

group by comparison

validated in a

with expert visual interpreta

tion of the SPECT images. In addition, a method for the
automatic generation of quantitative scores was developed
and validated by comparison with visual scores. The diagnos
tic accuracy of the new quantitative method in the detection
and localization of CAD was evaluated in patients who
underwent coronary angiography.

Comparison with Previous Methods
Most previously described methods of quantitation of
specificity were 73% and 85%, respectively, for the detec
myocardial perfusion SPECT use spheric or hybrid spheric
tion of any coronary artery with 50% narrowing and 86% cylindric myocardial sampling techniques, which generate
and 84%, respectively, for any coronary narrowing
70%.
maximal-count circumferential profiles from the short-axis
slices (5â€”9).Although the number of these profiles varies
DISCUSSION
with the size of the heart, the number of normal-limits
This study validated a new 3-dimensional approach for profiles used for patient-profile normalization is fixed.
the quantitation of myocardial perfusion SPECT. Criteria for Therefore, those methods are theoretically prone to mapping
abnormality were determined for dual-isotope rest 201T1â€” errors, which may in turn distort the location, size, and
exercise
@Tc-sestamibi in training groups for men and severity of perfusion defects as a consequence of normal
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specificityat thresholdvalues.A = 50%coronarystenosis;â€¢
= 70%coronarystenosis;

A = areaundercurve,derivedfor 70%coronarystenosis.
limits comparison. Indeed, those methods have been re
ported as having high sensitivity for detection of CAD but
low specificity, in the range of 30%â€”50%(8,9). Another
method, based on elliptic sampling of radial (long-axis)
slices, reported specificity similar (78%) to that we found

nonâ€”slice-basedwhole-count profiles encompassing informa
tion from the endocardial to the epicardial surfaces rather
thanjust maximal-count circumferential profiles (18). Assign
ment of the sampled data to normal limits does not depend
on the size of the patient's myocardium; rather, assignment
is based on true 3-dimensional mapping of each sampled
data point, consistent with its actual location in the heart.
This new method provides intrinsically better matching of
patient data with normal limits.

(20).

The new algorithm proposed in this study uses ellipsoid
fitting and sampling of the myocardium and generates
100â€¢83
8288

â€”80%60

88

â€¢

specificity200
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40lusensitivityl

-â€”â€˜â€˜â€”.,.
patients>=50%stenosis>=70%stenosis
831
1781
6# of
â€”,

FIGURE 4.

Overallsensitivityand specificityfor detectionof

50% and 70% coronarystenosis.Numberof patientsis
indicatedbeloweachbar.

Normal Limits and Criteria for Abnormality
Because
@Tc-sestamibiand 201T1have different physical
and biologic characteristics, quantitation of relative uptake
of these perfusion agents requires development of agent
specificnormal limits and criteria for abnormality (21,22).
Furthermore, different attenuation patterns in men and
women, dominated by diaphragmatic attenuation in men and
breast attenuation in women, necessitates assessment of
sex-specific thresholds for definition of perfusion abnormal
ity (8,23). In this study we developed both agent-specific
and sex-specific normal limits and criteria for abnormality.
Previous approaches divided the myocardium into 4 major
regions (anterior, septal, inferior, and lateral walls) and
developed criteria for abnormality for those relatively large
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FIGURE 5. Sensitivityfor detectionof
50% and 70% stenosis in individual
coronaryarteries,and overall sensitivityfor
detection of all individually stenosed coro
nary arteries. Number of vessels is mdi
catedbeloweachbar.

0
44

38
LAD

areas (8). This method of defining a single threshold for
distal and basal portions of a territory is conceptually subject
to inaccuracies, especially in the inferior wall in men and the
anterior wall in women, because attenuation within these
regions is not homogeneous and often predominates in more
basal regions. Our study used the 20-segment model and
assessed a separate threshold for each segment. This ap
proach potentially enhances both sensitivity and specificity
for the detection of perfusion abnormalities. Indeed, valida
tion of these thresholds yielded high sensitivity and specific
ity for the detection of perfusion abnormalities at the
segmental

36 28
LCX

120 98
Allvessels

moderate risk of nonfatal myocardial infarction but low risk
of cardiac death, who may benefit from risk factor modifica
tion more than from revascularization (3). The dependence
on expert visual interpretation limits the applicability of
these findings. In this study we developed a method for
computer-derived segmental scores that provides automatic
5-grade

scoring

of 20 myocardial

segments.

The

good

agreement between quantitative CS-20s and visual scores,
and the very good linear correlation between the computer
derived summed stress and rest scores and their homologous
visual summed scores, suggest that the CS-20 algorithm
may be an extremely effective tool for confirmation of visual
reading, useful for diagnosis as well as prognosis assessment.

level.

Automatic Segmental Scores
Summed stress and rest perfusion scores and their differ
ence, based on expert visual interpretation of SPECT
images, have been shown to be powerful predictors of
outcome in patients with known or suspected CAD (1â€”3).
Moreover, the amount of perfusion abnormality at stress,
expressed by the summed stress score, has been shown to
differentiate between patients at moderate to high risk of
both cardiac death and myocardial infarction, who may
benefit from revascularization, and patients who are at

Accuracy in Detection of Overall and Individual CAD
The threshold of 3% abnormal myocardial pixels for
detection of CAD is substantially lower than the 10%
threshold value previously reported for
@Tc-sestamibi
quantitation using different techniques (8,9). The 3% thresh
old found with our approach resulted in high sensitivity and
specificity for the detection of CAD. Compared with previ
ous studies, although the optimal threshold value was lower
the resulting specificity was substantially higher (82%
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versus 36% for detection of 50% CAD and 88% versus
30% for detection of 70% CAD) (9). These data suggest
that even small perfusion abnormalities, in the range of
3%â€”10%of the left ventricle, may be identified as perfusion
defects by the new approach without increasing the false
positive rate.
The thresholds for detection of CAD in the 3 coronary
territories on
@Tc-sestamibistress images were also consid
erably lower in this study than in previously reported studies
(2%-4% versus l0%â€”12%). These low thresholds yielded
higher sensitivity and specificity for detection of individual
diseased coronary arteries than were found with previous
methods (9). Higher sensitivity was observed in detecting
70% stenosis in all 3 coronary arteries, with higher
specificity in the LAD and LCX territories. The fixed pattern
for grouping segments, used by previous quantitation meth
ods, frequently resulted in false assignment of perfusion
defect margins to another territory, reducing specificity in
localizing perfusion defects. In contrast, localization of
perfusion defects in this study used a rule-based algorithm
for segment assignment, which considered the pattern of
perfusion abnormality and reduced the frequency of exten
sion, or tailing, of perfusion defects into other territories.
This method contributed to low thresholds for abnormality
in individual territories and high specificity, without compro
mising individual vessel sensitivity.

Limitations
No attenuation or scatter correction was used. We believe
the accuracy of the approach will likely be greater with an
effective attenuation correction algorithm. The patients
underwent exercise stress only. Whether the normal limits
and thresholds for abnormality defined for exercise stress in
this protocol can be applied to pharmacologic stress with
vasodilator or inotropic agents remains to be determined.
CONCLUSION
This study developed and validated a new 3-dimensional
approach to the automatic quantitation of myocardial perfu
sion SPECF. Compared with previous methods, this ap
proach provides substantially higher specificity for the
detection and localization of CAD, with comparably high
sensitivity. In addition, a method for computer-derived
segmental scoring of 20 myocardial segments was devel
oped and validated by showing a high correlation to
expert-obtained, semiquantitative visual scores.
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